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AN OXHEY CHILDHOOD
Diane Nicoll

I have thought quite a lot in recent times of how monotonous household shopping has become today
and it set my mind to thinking how different it was for those of us growing up in the nineteen fifties. I
have many happy memories of those times and of the people who ran the local shops and businesses.

Not for us the monotony of trailing up and down the aisles of supermarkets collecting the weekly
shop in trolleys and off-loading it all again to go through the checkout and pay for the goods at the
end. Few households owned refrigerators in those days so 'shopping was done on a daily basis and,
with the exception of clothing, the shops in Oxhey Village provided practically everything we needed.
The first thing that was apparent was the willingness of the shopkeepers to serve, with no sense ever
of being rushed or hurried through the transactions. Indeed, the provision of a chair beside the
counter actively encouraged the customers to linger whilst mulling over the latest news and gossip.

One ofthe most fascinating people to watch was Charlie Hill who served in Palmer's the grocers,
although it was a long time before I realised that Charlie's name wasn't also Palmer! Butter and
cheese were not pre-packed then but had to be cut up and weighed before being wrapped in
greaseproofpaper. Sugar, too, was sold by the pound and put into heavy blue packets which
reminded me of blotting paper. Charlie worked quickly and neatly and, in between each transaction,
would whip his pencil from behind his ear in a deft movement before making a note of the cost on a
piece of paper, whilst keeping up a conversation throughout with the customer (in this case my
Mother, Ruth Marshall).

Each shop had its own particular smell and, to this day, the pungent scent of firelighters and paraffin
takes me back to Crawley'S the hardware shop on the corner of Upper Paddock and Villiers Road.
This store was an eclectic mix of all kinds of hardware and household goods and even sold lino and,
for some strange reason, vinegar. The latter could be bought by the pint and Mum would often send
me or my brother Peter down to the end of the road on a Saturday to top up the vinegar bottle.
Saturday tea at home often included seafood items, delicious brown shrimps, cockles and winkles
which my Father, Frank, had collected from Watford Market on his way back from St. John
Ambulance duty at the Watford football ground.

Another wonderful store was the haberdashers shop run by the Misses Kiddie on Chalk Hill. There
was a quiet peacefulness about this shop presided over by these two delightful ladies. They always
seemed very old to me but it may simply have been their particular style of dress, more in keeping
with an earlier part of the last century. A brass measuring rule was fixed to the edge of the counter
and there were glass fronted cabinets and fixtures with numerous little drawers that glided silently in
and out. In one of these drawers they kept little pairs ofleather baby shoes inwhite and pastel shades
of pink and blue.

Mr Benton kept the sweetshop at the bottom of Capel Road. There was always a delicious smell of
confectionery and he sold all the old fashioned types of sweets. His specialty though, was his
homemade ice-lollies. These were large round red lollies, not entirely symmetrical in shape and
certainly wouldn't have passed EC standards, but delicious all the same. Further up Capel Road there
, were two greengrocers, Brown's and Turner's. They both seemed to do well despite their close


